
 

 

 
 

  
   

 
 
23 July 2021 
 
 

 
 

Town of Port Hedland  
PO Box 41 
Port Hedland WA 6721 

 
 

 
RE: REQUEST FOR INFORMATION – DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT 

TO APPROVAL (EXTENSION OF TIME) OF WORKFORCE ACCOMMODATION AT  
LOT 9008 GREAT NORTHERN HIGHWAY, PORT HEDLAND 

 
Further to our recent discussion, we write in response to the Town of Port Hedland’s request for 
further information regarding our amended development application for the Mia Mia Workforce 
Accommodation site.  
 
Modified Approval Timeframe 
 
We propose to amend our application by modifying the requested approval timeframe in order for 
our application to be assessed under the Basic Design Standards of LPP 05. 
 
Specifically, we will amend our application to request a 5 year term (preferably from the time the 
refurbishment is complete in 3 months), with the opportunity to request an extension for 5 
years.  The request for the 5 year extension in 2026 will include details relating to the ongoing 
demand for workforce accommodation, in accordance with clause 5.1 of LPP 05, an additional 
Social Impact Assessment and Social Impact Management Plan, and commitment from Port 
Hedland International Airport of its ongoing lease agreement with Compass. 
 
Compass is willing to accept as part of the 5 year term (and 5 year extension opportunity) on terms 
acceptable to Compass a condition that it make a community contribution of $100,000 payable to 
the ToPH on or about October 2021 and a further contribution in October 2026 (if Compass 
remains the leaseholder and the 5 year extension is confirmed) as agreed between the parties but 
no less than $50,000. The community contribution is to be used toward community investments 
determined by the ToPH such as local infrastructure, the ‘Men’s shed’, and / or improving youth 
opportunities (targeting avoidance of criminal paths). 
 
Additional Information to be provided 
 
To accompany our amended proposal for a 5 year approval timeframe, we will submit the following 
additional information: 
 

• Landscape Plan – Preparation of a full landscape plan isn’t possible within the current 
timeframes. Instead, we will submit a plan showing areas that are proposed to be landscaped 
(including dimensions) with a commitment that some meaningful species will be planted in 
order to provide screening and improve the presentation of the site. A detailed landscape plan 
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would then be submitted as a condition of approval, providing details with regards to exact 
species, planting clusters etc; 

• Cyclone Management Plan – We will submit a high-level ‘Cyclone Management Strategy/Plan’ 
detailing the emergency response for the site in the event of a cyclone; 

• Traffic Management – We will update the site plan to show the number of parking bays and the 
areas that will be used for service / delivery vehicles. Further traffic details, such as a Traffic 
Management Plan, will be submitted as a condition of approval; 

• Basic Site Rehabilitation Plan – We will submit basic details regarding remediation of the site 
at the end of the approval timeframe i.e reinstating the site to its pre-development state 
through the removal of buildings, hardstand etc.  

• Stormwater Management – As discussed, the amended development application does not 
propose any physical development or site works. As such, the hydrological characteristics of 
the site will not change as a result of Compass Group reopening Mia Mia i.e. it will drain in the 
same way it does now and has done since the site was developed. Notwithstanding, we will 
provide a basic representation of the drainage characteristics of the site. Should further detail 
be required, this will be required as a condition of development approval;  

• Social Impact Management – We will provide confirmation regarding the additional social 
management measures outlined in the Town’s letter as part of our amended proposal; 

• General Information – We will provide specific planning justification addressing the objectives 
of LPP 05, demonstrating the merits of our proposal for a 5 year approval timeframe to be 
assessed under the ‘basic design standards’. 

 

We are endeavouring to have the abovementioned information to the Town by Thursday 29 July, 
2021. If any of the above matters require clarification, we request that the Town please contact us 
as soon as possible on  or  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

    
    

 
 

 
 




